Sr. No.

1

Bidder
Name &
address
WAPCOS
Limited, 5th
Floor
'Kailash',26
Kasturba
Gandhi
Marg,New
Delhi110002

Query

Reply

In clause 7.1.1 of ITB, in Technical Manpower the
maximum marks allotted to Civil Engineers is 15 marks
but on subsequent breakdown the maximum marks that
can be scored is 10 Marks(Civil Engineers 501 and
above),also no details has been mentioned regarding the
document to be submitted to prove the same.

Amendements in the marks was already
made vide corrigendum no.IIT
Mandi(CW)/SE-969/2018-19/2271-73
dated 23-05-2018.

2

In clause 7.1.1 of ITB, under Past Experience of the PSU; in
item of work: Experience in similar works during last
seven years,it is explicitly mentioned the projects should Work executed in any hilly terrain shall
be succesfully completed in hilly terrains of North India. be considered.
We believe this is quite restrictive and the work executed
should be in hilly terrain anywhere in the world.

3

We believe that the bid document is in line with CPWD
Work Manual, hence in scheming of marks allotting
marks, allotting marks between minimum eligibility
criteria and twice or more than the minimum eligibility
criteria should be on pro rata basis as per Annexure-1 of
Appendix -20 of CPWD works Manual 2014.

4

WAPCOS Limited is a Schedule B Mini Ratna PSU, however
WAPCOS has executed many large scale projects notably
Aghan - India Friendship Dam (Salma Dam). Also, WAPCOS
is executing Residential and Non Residential Buildings
works on deposit work or turnkey basis for various clients
notable being Ministry of Home Affairs Ministry of AYUSH,
Ministry of Culture and Archaeological Survey of India,
Request can't be considered as the
NIA, SAI ITBO, BSF etc.
criteria cannot be modified for the
In clause 7.1.1 of ITB, under Past Experience of the PSU; in
favour of a party.
item of work: Navratna and above/Schedule A/Mini
Ratna/Schedule B/Mini Ratna, WAPCOS is scoring 4 marks
out of 10, which we believe in not justified taking into
account the capability of WAPCOS to execute large scale
project efficiently. Hence, the criteria may be relexed or
the marking scheme may be modified to make it more
competitive among different PSUs.

Marks between minimum eligibility
criteria and maximum eligibilty criteria
are considered on pro-rata basis.

5

WAPCOS is on the verge of completion of 49 years from
the date of incorporation and has a global presence years
Request can't be considered as the
in about 42 countries covering Asia, Africa, Middle East,
criteria cannot be modified for the
South America. Only few PSUs with relevant experience
favour of a party.
has experience of more than 50 years. It is requested that
the scheming of marks may be modified on pro-rata basis.

6

For eligibility the average annual
Financial turnover should be atleast 5
times the estimated cost of proposed
In the bid document the minimum eligibility criteria for
project during the last 3 consecutive
average annual financial turnover is for immediate last
financial years(2015-16,2016-17,2017three consecutive financial year but in clause 7.1.1 of ITB, 18) but if audited balance sheet for the
under Financial Capability Average Annual Financial
year 2017-18 is not available,financial
turnover of last five financial years is requested. Also for years(2014-15,2015-16,2016-17) shall
the financial year 2017-18, the audited balance sheet is
be considered.For financial capability
not yet available so it may be informed for which
the average annual Financial turnover
consecutive financial years turnover is to be considered. of last 5 financial years shall be
Moreover there is no mention of any factor to account for considered but if audited balance sheet
previous years's turnover present worth.
for the year 2017-18 is not
available,financial years(2012-13,201314,2014-15,2015-16,2016-17) shall be
considered.

7

In cluase 7.1.1 of ITB under Financial Capability,in terms
of work:Average Annual Profit(PBIDT) in last three
financial years,slab of profit may be modified to ensure
fair chance to the PSUs.

8

We came to know about this proposal quite recently and
for the preparation of proposal lot of information and
Extension has already been granted 5
documentation is required,also we are keen on visiting
times.
the site.Therefore,time extension of 15 days may kindly
be granted for submission of proposal.

It is same for all the bidders.

